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Due to the sparse connectivity of superconducting quantum computers, qubit communication via
SWAP gates accounts for the vast majority of overhead in quantum programs. We introduce a
method for improving the speed and reliability of SWAPs at the level of the superconducting hard-
ware’s native gateset. Our method relies on four techniques: 1) SWAP Orientation, 2) Cross-Gate
Pulse Cancellation, 3) Commutation through Cross-Resonance, and 4) Cross-Resonance Polarity.
Importantly, our Optimized SWAP is bootstrapped from the pre-calibrated gates, and therefore
incurs zero calibration overhead. We experimentally evaluate our optimizations with Qiskit Pulse
on IBM hardware. Our Optimized SWAP is 11% faster and 13% more reliable than the Standard
SWAP. We also experimentally validate our optimizations on application-level benchmarks. Due
to (a) the multiplicatively compounding gains from improved SWAPs and (b) the frequency of
SWAPs, we observe typical improvements in success probability of 10–40%. The Optimized SWAP
is available through the SuperstaQ platform.

I. INTRODUCTION

Superconducting quantum computers typically
have sparse qubit connectivity. As a result, oper-
ations between distant qubits must be bridged by
SWAP gates. To limit the overhead of SWAP gates,
researchers have proposed many techniques [1–9]
for intelligently mapping logical program qubits to
physical hardware qubits in order to minimize qubit
communication. While qubit mapping does mitigate
the core problem, SWAPs still account for an over-
whelming fraction of operations on superconducting
quantum processors. This fraction approaches 100%
in the limit of larger systems, since the average pair-
wise distance between qubits increases when we add
qubits to typical device topologies. Moreover, light-
cone oriented studies [10–12] observe that near-term
quantum advantage will require a dense logical qubit
interaction graph, suggesting that the SWAP over-
head is unlikely to diminish.

We address the this bottleneck by improving the
fidelity of the SWAP operation itself. Our work re-
lies on lower-level primitives for quantum computers
than the typical gate-based based abstraction that
programmers typically work with. Instead, we work
at the level of native gates that capture the natural
capabilities of underlying qubits.

We highlight the importance of improving SWAP
gates from the perspective of Amdahl’s Law [13]:
speeding up a component by a factor s leads to an
overall system speedup of 1/(1 − p + p

s ), where p
is fraction of time spent on the component. Intu-
itively, Amdahl’s Law guides us to consider modest
(low s) improvements that target bottleneck compo-
nents (very high p)—such as SWAPs. In the quan-

tum setting, the implication is even more consequen-
tial: component speedups will lead to multiplica-
tively compounding fidelity gains by avoiding errors
due to the limited qubit coherence lifetimes. In this
paper, we show that modest gains in the speed and
fidelity of qubit communication lead to significant
improvements on full applications, since the associ-
ated p is almost 100%.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section II provides background material, and
Section III presents a warm-up optimization called
SWAP Orientation. Section IV presents the other
three optimizations, culminating in our final Opti-
mized SWAP. Section V shows the results of our
Optimized SWAP on IBM Quantum hardware. Sec-
tion VI discusses these results and concludes. Ap-
pendix A includes details for our Interleaved Ran-
domized Benchmarking of our Optimized SWAP
gates. Appendix B has the exact pulse schedules
we executed for our Optimized SWAP.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Basics of SWAP

For a classical bit, the standard temporary-
variable assisted SWAP suffices: temp ← q1; q1
← q2; q2 ← temp. However, as a consequence of
the No-Cloning Theorem [14], qubits—unlike classi-
cal bits—cannot be copied into a temporary regis-
ter. This restriction forbids the temporary-variable
assisted technique for quantum SWAPs.

Quantum SWAPs are instead implemented using
the XOR trick for in-place classical SWAPs: q1
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← q1 XOR q2; q2 ← q2 XOR q1; q1 ← q1 XOR
q2. The XOR operations can be performed by the
CNOT (Controlled-NOT) gate. Thus, a SWAP can
be implemented by a sequence of three CNOTs with
alternating orientation.

Figure 1 depicts this decomposition as an equiv-
alence of three quantum circuits. To disambiguate,
we refer to a Controlled-NOT as CNOT when the
control is the top qubit or NOTC when the control
is on the bottom qubit. As depicted, a SWAP can
be implemented as either CNOT-NOTC-CNOT or
as NOTC-CNOT-NOTC. While these two decom-
positions are logically equivalent, they have differ-
ent implications in terms of speed and fidelity, as we
elaborate in Section III.

×
=

• •
=

•
× • • •

FIG. 1. SWAP can be implemented as either CNOT-
NOTC-CNOT or NOTC-CNOT-NOTC. While the two
are symmetric, native gate decomposition reveals that
one direction is faster.

B. Native Gates

Quantum programming languages are typically
structured akin to Hardware Description Languages
in classical computing. For example, the Qiskit [15],
Cirq [16], and Q# [17] quantum languages all re-
volve around quantum circuit primitives that are
constructed from a mix of operations ranging from
simple ones like Rx gates to complex ones like Quan-
tum Fourier Transforms. However, to actually run
on real hardware, these programs must be compiled
down to an assembly language. OpenQASM [18, 19]
is the most widely used assembly [20], and it is
backed by wide academic study such as LLVM inte-
gration [21], conversion tools [22], benchmarks [23],
and formal verification [20].

OpenQASM specifies a small set of allowed basis
gates that every quantum program can be compiled
down to. The 2-arity basis gate is the CNOT gate,
which is a convenient choice since (a) it has an in-
tuitive meaning and (b) textbook presentations of
quantum algorithms are typically written in terms
of CNOTs. It is conceptually appealing to think of
the CNOT basis gate as the lowest level of control in
a quantum system—akin to NAND gates in digital
logic.

However, the lowest level of quantum control is
actually composed of analog pulses emitted by Ar-
bitrary Waveform Generators (AWGs). Access to

pulse-level control via frameworks like Qiskit Pulse
[19, 24] enable programmers to act at the level of
the quantum computer’s Hamiltonian, which de-
scribes possible energy configurations for the un-
derlying qubits. Within this framework, CNOT is
merely a pre-calibrated sequence of pulses that affect
the Hamiltonian. The constituent pulses within the
CNOT sequence are known as native gates and cor-
respond to the natural interactions on and between
qubits, per the device Hamiltonian. Unlike the uni-
versal basis gates in OpenQASM, native gates are
specific to the underlying hardware technology.

For example, superconducting qubits with tunable
qubit energies (frequencies) typically implement na-
tive gates known as CPHASE and iSWAP [25]. Both
Google [26] and Rigetti [27] implement these two na-
tive gates. On trapped ion hardware, the XX [28] or
Mølmer-Sørensen [29] interactions are native gates.

In this paper, we focus on the Cross-Resonance
native gate, which is applicable to fixed-frequency
superconducting qubits. We focus on Cross-
Resonance, because it is the native gate on IBM’s
hardware which (a) is currently the most widely used
quantum computing platform and (b) exposes access
to native gates via Qiskit Pulse control.

III. WARM-UP: SWAP ORIENTATION

We begin with a simple optimization that chooses
the orientation of a SWAP to improve its speed and
fidelity. This optimization relies on knowledge of the
underlying native gates that make up the CNOT and
NOTC basis gates.

As shown in Figure 1, a SWAP can be decomposed
as either CNOT-NOTC-CNOT or as NOTC-CNOT-
NOTC. We refer to the difference between CNOT
versus NOTC as orientation. At the granularity of
basis gates, the two orientations are equivalent. For
example, OpenQASM v2 makes no distinction be-
tween CNOT and NOTC: they are treated as equals
in terms of latency and fidelity. As such, from the
programmer’s view, there appears to be no difference
between CNOT-NOTC-CNOT and NOTC-CNOT-
NOTC.

However, a deeper understanding of the native
gates underlying CNOT and NOTC reveals that
hardware has a preferred orientation. Specifically,
CNOTs on IBM’s superconducting qubits are im-
plemented with a sequence of three native Cross-
Resonance (CR) gates. The CR native gate involves
driving one of two connected qubits at the energy
(frequency) of the other qubit. While CR could
be implemented in either direction, in practice, it
is faster and more reliable to apply the CR to the
qubit with a higher underlying frequency [30, 31]. In
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the next section, we will delve deeper into the CR
native gate, but for now it suffices to understand
that CR is a directed interaction.

Without loss of generality, we assume through-
out this paper that the CR native gate between
two qubits is directed to align with the CNOT
orientation—control qubit on top and target qubit
on the bottom. Figure 2 shows the resulting decom-
position of the CNOT in terms of CR. In all circuit
diagrams in this paper, we use the following notation
for specific Rz rotations:

x:= Rz(−90) y:= Rz(90) �:= Rz(180)

We adopt this notation because Rz-type gates are
implemented virtually with perfect fidelity and zero
latency on IBM’s systems through classical book-
keeping [32]. The curved arrow notation is nar-
rower than Rz(θ) , which visually emphasizes that
Rz gates are instantaneous, unlike Rx and Ry gates.

•
=

x Ry(180)
↓ CR

Rx(90)

FIG. 2. CNOT in the same orientation as the Cross Res-
onance (CR) native gate. We use curved/circled arrows
to denote the virtual Rz gates which are free. The ↓
emphasizes that CR is directed.

Since the CR is directed, we cannot achieve a
NOTC by simply flipping the two wires in Figure 2.
Instead, we can rely on the well-known Hadamard
sandwich identity [33]. As depicted in Figure 3, this
identity allows us to execute NOTC by placing the
CNOT circuit within four single-qubit rotation gates
known as Hadamard’s (H). The H gate can be im-
plemented by a combination of Rx and Ry gates,
though the exact decomposition is not important
here.

=
H • H

• H H

FIG. 3. NOTC can be realized by sandwiching CNOT
with Hadamard (H) single-qubit rotation gates.

Applying this identity to the CR decomposition
of CNOT, we obtain the NOTC circuit in Figure 4.
This is indeed how NOTC is implemented on IBM
hardware.

Denoting the latency of single-qubit operations as
t1q and the latency of Cross-Resonance as tCR, we
see that the CNOT in Figure 2 has a runtime of

=
y Rx(90)

↓ CR
Ry(−90)

• � Ry(90) y Rx(90)

FIG. 4. Decomposition of NOTC, given the directed CR.

tCNOT = t1q + tCR. By contrast, the NOTC in Fig-
ure 4 has a runtime of tNOTC = 2t1q + tCR. There-
fore, it is always faster to SWAP with the CNOT-
NOTC-CNOT orientation than with the NOTC-
CNOT-NOTC orientation. From the perspective of
traditional quantum programming, this is a surpris-
ing result since SWAP is a fundamentally symmetric
operation. It is only by understanding the hardware-
level native gate primitives that we can see the ori-
entation asymmetry between CNOT and NOTC.

The speedup factor achieved from picking the
faster orientation is

tNOTC-CNOT-NOTC

tCNOT-NOTC-CNOT
=
tCNOT + 2tNOTC

2tCNOT + tNOTC
=

5t1q + 3tCR
4t1q + 3tCR

(1)
The exact speedup depends on the relative ratio

of tCR and t1q, which in turn is largely dependent
on the coupling strength between pairs of connected
qubits. On IBMQ’s Johannesburg (20 qubits, 23
connected pairs) and Paris (27 qubits, 28 connected
pairs) devices, the mean speedups are 2.5% and 3.2%
respectively. It bears emphasizing that due to the
short coherence lifetimes of qubits, speeding up a
quantum computation translates directly into im-
proving the probability of success. Since qubit qual-
ity decays exponentially with the computation dura-
tion, speedups are particularly critical to boost the
success of quantum programs.

Aside from the speedup gains, the CNOT-NOTC-
CNOT orientation is also preferable because it re-
quires fewer single qubit rotations. To quantify this,
we count the active rotation over the single-qubits
gates in a circuit. We include Rx and Ry gates in the
total, but exclude Rz gates which are implemented
virtually with perfect fidelity. Looking at Figure 2,
we see 180 + 90 = 270 degrees of active single-qubit
rotation. However, as explained later in Section IV,
the ↓ CR block internally performs an additional 180
degrees of active single-qubit rotation. Thus, CNOT
requires 270 + 180 = 450 degrees of active rotation.
By contrast, the NOTC in Figure 4 requires 360 +
180 = 540 degrees of active rotation. Therefore, the
fast CNOT-NOTC-CNOT orientation has only 1440
degrees of active single-qubit rotation, whereas the
slow NOTC-CNOT-NOTC orientation requires 1530
degrees. This 90 degree saving is small but mean-
ingful, given how frequent SWAP gates are.
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While the SWAP Orientation optimization is mo-
tivated and informed by observations regarding na-
tive gates, it can be implemented without actual
programmer access to native gates (e.g. via Qiskit
Pulse). As long as programmers are aware of the di-
rection of the underlying CR native gates, they can
correctly orient all SWAPs to occur in the CNOT-
NOTC-CNOT orientation. This orientation both
achieves a speedup (per Equation 1) and saves 90
degrees unnecessary active single-qubit rotation.

IV. OPTIMIZED SWAP

We now extend the warm-up in Section III by
delving further into the native gates. Unlike the
SWAP Orientation optimization which can be im-
plemented with standard basis gates, all of the opti-
mizations here require programmer access to native
gates—e.g. through Qiskit Pulse. Table I summa-
rizes our optimizations in terms of depth (i.e. run-
time, in terms of the single-qubit gate duration t1q
and CR native gate duration tCR) and degrees of ac-
tive single-qubit rotation. The depths and active ro-
tations for Slow Orientation (NOTC-CNOT-NOTC)
and Fast Orientation (CNOT-NOTC-CNOT) are as
presented in Section III.

Technique Depth Active 1-Qubit
Rotation

Slow Orientation 5t1q + 3tCR 990 + 540

Fast Orientation 4t1q + 3tCR 900 + 540

Cross-Gate Pulse
Cancellation

3t1q + 3tCR 720 + 540

Commutation
through CR

3t1q + 3tCR 450 + 540

CR Polarity 2t1q + 3tCR 270 + 540

TABLE I. Optimizations for SWAP. Our experimental
evaluation compares the first row, Slow Orientation, to
the last row, CR Polarity. We refer to these as Standard
and Optimized SWAP respectively.

The last three rows correspond to the three na-
tive gate based optimizations presented in this sec-
tion: Cross-Gate Pulse Cancellation, Commutation
through CR, and CR Polarity. Our experimental re-
sults in Section V compare the Slow Orientation row
versus the CR Polarity row. Henceforth, we refer to
these as Standard SWAP and Optimized SWAP re-
spectively.

Per Table I, the speedup factor of the Opti-
mized SWAP relative to the Standard SWAP is
(5t1q + 3tCR)/(2t1q + 3tCR). The exact speedup
varies across each pair of connected qubits. Figure 5

1.10 1.15
SWAP Speedup (Standard / Optimized)

0

1

2

Co
un

t

IBMQ Casablanca (6 Pairs)

1.10 1.15
SWAP Speedup (Standard / Optimized)

0

5

10

15

IBMQ Manhattan (72 Pairs)

FIG. 5. Histograms of SWAP speedups via our Opti-
mized SWAP versus the Standard SWAP. Data from 7-
qubit Casablanca device (with 6 connected pairs) and
from 65-qubit Paris device (with 72 connected pairs).
The mean speedup factors (dashed vertical lines) are 1.10
and 1.11 respectively.

presents a histogram of the exact speedups across
the 6 connected qubit pairs on IBMQ Casablanca
and the 72 connected pairs on IBMQ Manhattan.
The mean speedups are 10% and 11% respectively.
In addition to the speedup, the Optimized SWAP
only requires 270 + 540 degrees of active single-qubit
rotation versus 990 + 540 degrees for the Standard
SWAP. The 720 degrees of rotation savings corre-
spond to unnecessary single qubit rotation gates and
therefore, avoidance of error accumulation.

A. Cross-Gate Pulse Cancellation

x Ry(180)

↓ CR

y Rx(90)

↓ CR

Ry(−90) x Ry(180)

↓ CR

Rx(90) � Ry(90) y Rx(90) Rx(90)

FIG. 6. Fast orientation of SWAP expressed in terms of
the pulse-level ↓ CR primitives. Cross-gate pulse cancel-
lation allows simplification of the rotation gates in the
dashed boxes.

We take the Fast Orientation (CNOT-NOTC-
CNOT) as the starting point for our optimizations.
The first native gate based optimization we invoke is
called Cross-Gate Pulse Cancellation, as introduced
by Section 5 of our previous work [34]. The core
motivation behind this technique is that by treat-
ing CNOT (NOTC) as a basis gate, no further opti-
mizations are possible to the CNOT-NOTC-CNOT
sequence. However, when we decompose down to the
CR native gates, new opportunities for gate cancella-
tion emerge. To this end, we begin by concatenating
the gate sequences for CNOT, NOTC, and CNOT,
using the decompositions in Figure 2 and 4. Figure 6
shows the result, with the CNOTs in blue and the
NOTC in red to indicate the boundaries.

As indicated by the two dashed boxes in Figure 6,
this concatenated view reveals new opportunities
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for optimization that are invisible when we consider
the CNOT and NOTC as atomic basis gates. This
observation is akin to interprocedural optimization
in classical compilers [35, 36] and to fine-grained
scheduling in quantum compilers [37]. On the top
qubit, the Ry(−90) x Ry(180) sequence can be sim-

plified into a single y Rx(−90) sequence. This op-
timization means that the qubit only actively ro-
tates through 90 degrees instead of 270 degrees (re-
call that the Rz gates are virtual and do not in-
cur any active rotation). On the bottom qubit, the
Rx(90) Rx(90) sequence can be simplified into a

single Rx(180) gate. Although it does not reduce
the total amount of rotation on the bottom qubit,
the single-pulse sequence is faster, less susceptible to
calibration error, and achieves higher fidelity exper-
imentally as shown in [34].

Figure 7 shows the resulting pulse sequence for
the SWAP after applying these pulse gate cancel-
lations. In addition to the fact that the top qubit
avoids 180 degrees of unnecessary rotation and the
single-pulse improvement on the bottom qubit, the
entire sequence is shallower than Figure 6 in depth
by t1q. No further improvement is possible until we
stop treating the ↓ CR native gate as a black box.
This motivates the next optimization, Commutation
through CR.

x Ry(180)

↓ CR

y Rx(90)

↓ CR

y Rx(−90)

↓ CR

Rx(90) � Ry(90) y Rx(180)

FIG. 7. SWAP after cross-gate pulse cancellation. The
gates in the dashed box on the bottom qubit will be
optimized next.

B. Commutation through CR

To optimize further, we must examine the opera-
tion of the CR native gate more closely. Figure 8 de-
picts a circuit-level view of CR between two qubits.
Notice that CR is implemented in an echoed fashion
that first applies a positive half-CR pulse and then
a negative half-CR pulse. In between the two is a
Rx(180) gate on the top qubit [38], which effectively
turns the negative half-CR pulse into a positive one.
This results in a positive full-CR pulse, but with
protection against some coherent errors. This is be-
cause unwanted components in the negative CR na-
tive gate maintain their negative sign and cancel out
with the positive CR native gate. We refer to [25, 39]
for further details about echoed Cross Resonance.

↓ CR =

• Rx(180) •

Rx(45) Rx(−45) Rx(45) Rx(−45)

positive half-CR negative half-CR

FIG. 8. The CR native gate is implemented with an
echoed sequence that applies a positive and then neg-
ative half-CR, with Rx(180) in between. This echo re-
sults in cancellation of unwanted components. Purely as
a conceptual aid, we decompose the half-CRs into intu-
itive gate implementations emphasizing that the bottom
qubit is only acted upon by Rx gates.

It bears mentioning that technically, Figure 8 im-
plements CR plus a side effect of Rx(180) on the
top qubit. This is due to the sandwiched Rx(180)
needed for echo cancellation. However, in creating a
CNOT or NOTC, the side effect is handled by the
single qubit rotations in Figures 2 and 4.

The circuitry inside the dashed boxes is purely
a conceptual aid. In reality, the dashed boxes are
realized by a more fundamental Hamiltonian inter-
action that is not captured by the gate model. How-
ever, this gate level view is functionally equivalent.
To perform the next optimization, we note that the
bottom qubit of the Cross-Resonance interaction is
only affected by Rx gates. Therefore, Rx gates on
one side of a CR’s target can be moved to the oppo-
site side, because consecutive Rx gates can be freely
interchanged with each other. Formally, this is a
commutativity relationship.

Consequently, the Rx gates inside the left and
right[40] sides of the dashed box in Figure 7 can
be moved to the center, in between the first two
↓ CR’s. After the commutation, the gates be-
tween the first two ↓ CR’s are, from left to right:
Rx(90) � Ry(90) Rx(180) . It can be shown that

this gate sequence compresses to x Rx(90) , which
only requires 90 degrees of active rotation, as op-
posed to 360 degrees. The resulting pulse sequence
is shown in Figure 9. Note that there are no savings
in depth (runtime) relative to Figure 7.

x Ry(180)

↓ CR

y Rx(90)

↓ CR

y Rx(−90)

↓ CR

x Rx(90) x

FIG. 9. After commuting Rx rotations in the dashed box
in Figure 7 to the zone between the first two ↓ CR’s,
cancellation leads to Rz(−90) followed by Rx(90). The
gates in the left box will be optimized next.
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C. Cross-Resonance Polarity

Our final optimization begins with the observation
that the echoed CR native gate does not necessarily
need to be ordered [positive half-CR, negative half-
CR]. We can instead implement the echoed CR na-
tive gate as [negative half-CR, positive half-CR]. We
refer to this as a polarity switch. A polarity switch
does however create a new side effect—specifically
enacting a Rx(180) gate to the left of the CR native
gate. However, this extra side effect can be beneficial
and lead to cancellation. In particular, notice that
the leftmost CR in the dashed box of Figure 9 has a
Ry(180) gate on the top left. Switching the polarity
of this CR native gate causes beneficial cancellation
between the new side effect and this Ry(180) gate.

y

↓ CR−+

x Rx(−90)
↓ CR+−

y Rx(−90)
↓ CR+−

x Rx(90) x

FIG. 10. Final Optimized SWAP, after CR polarity
switch on the first CR native gate. The −+ subscript
denotes that the first CR has switched polarity, whereas
the other two maintain +− polarity. For actual execu-
tion, we also converted the Rx(−90) gates into Rx(90)
gates via virtual Rz rotations; this is shown in Figure 18
in the Appendix.

Figure 10 shows the circuit after applying a po-
larity switch on the first CR native gate. This is the
final Optimized SWAP. Changing the polarity of the
other two CR native gates does not improve the cir-
cuit. Examining the final circuit, we see that it has
a depth of 2t1q+3tCR and only 270 degrees of active
single qubit rotation (plus the 540 = 3×180 degrees
inside of the CR’s). To the best of our knowledge,
no further zero-calibration optimizations are possi-
ble. The Optimized SWAP is available through the
SuperstaQ platform [41].

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON IBM
HARDWARE

A. Evaluation of Optimized SWAP Gate

We used Interleaved Randomized Benchmarking
(IRB) [42] to measure the fidelity of Optimized and
Standard SWAPs on each pair of connected qubits.
Raw IRB results are provided in Appendix A. Here
in the main text, we begin with the SWAP errors
calculated from IRB. Figure 11 plots these errors for
Standard and Optimized SWAPs on each of the 22
qubit pairs on the IBMQ Johannesburg device. The

pairs are sorted by Optimized SWAP error. The
mean error of the Optimized SWAP is 3.3%, versus
3.7% for the Standard SWAP. This is an average ∼
13% reduction in SWAP error, which experimentally
validates our optimizations. Moreover, as we exper-
imentally demonstrate in Section V, the 13% reduc-
tion in per-SWAP error can compound into much
larger reductions on benchmarks that require several
SWAPs. Note that we omit error bars in Figure 11
for readability, but we will consider uncertainty in
Figure 12.

Figure 11 also has dashed lines plotting the
coherence-limited gate error calculation [15, 43] for
each qubit pair. This calculation lower bounds the
gate error based on the fact that qubits have finite
coherence time, and therefore qubits decohere dur-
ing the gate. The calculation, plotted with a dashed
line, is based on the gate duration of SWAPs on each
pair as well as the coherence times (T1 and T2) of
each qubit.
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4
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1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

7%
SWAP Error (Sorted by Optimized)

Standard
Optimized
Standard Coherence Limit
Optimized Coherence Limit

FIG. 11. Error of Standard (red) and Optimized (blue)
SWAPs across 22 pairs of connected qubits on IBMQ
Johannesburg, calculated via Interleaved Randomized
Benchmarking. The pairs are sorted by the Optimized
SWAP error. As expected, the Optimized SWAP always
has lower error than the Standard SWAP. The dashed
lines correspond to the minimum error for each pair, via
the coherence-limited gate error calculation.

In general, the errors based on coherence lim-
its (dashed lines) account for about half of the
the empirically observed SWAP errors (solid lines).
This agrees with IBM’s latest hardware evaluations
[44, 45]. Once gates achieve the error lower bounds
set by coherence limits, subsequent progress will re-
quire either faster gates (e.g. by techniques like our
Optimized SWAP or by driving AWGs at higher am-
plitudes) or longer qubit coherence times.

We conclude this section by estimating and under-
standing the exact error reduction factor of the Op-
timized SWAP. The bar plot in Figure 12 shows the
empirical ratio between the SWAP Errors of Stan-
dard and Optimized for each pair. We include ±σ
error bars (omitted in the previous plots for read-
ability) based on the errors of the IRB exponential
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decay fit in Appendix A and the calculation for the
variance of a ratio [46]. Figure 12 also includes bars
capturing how much of the error reductions are at-
tributable to the speedup of the Optimized SWAP
relative to the Standard SWAP. These bars are based
on the coherence-limited gate error calculations and
correspond to the gap between the red and blue
dashed lines in Figure 11.
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1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3

SWAP Error Reduction Factor

Empirical
Due to Speedup

FIG. 12. SWAP error reduction factor, showing empiri-
cal data as well as the fraction of the empirical speedup
that is attributed to the Optimized gate being faster.

On all but one [47] of the qubit pairs, the Op-
timized SWAP is better than the Standard SWAP
by at least a 1σ margin. On average, the Opti-
mized SWAP reduces error by a factor of 1.13. The
speedup (lower depth) of the Optimized SWAP ac-
counts for an error reduction factor of 1.06—about
half of the total empirical gain. The remaining half
should be attributed to the fact that the Optimized
SWAP requires only 270 + 540 degrees of active
single-qubit rotation, versus 990 + 540 degrees for
the Standard SWAP. Notice that on three pairs of
qubits (8 ↔ 9, 0 ↔ 5, 3 ↔ 4), the theoretical error
reduction due to the speedup exceeds the empiri-
cally realized reduction. This discrepancy can likely
be explained by the error bars on the empirical error
reduction.

B. Application-Level Benchmarks

We experimentally evaluated our Optimized
SWAP on a suite of application-level benchmarks.
For each benchmark, we ran 8000 shots with our na-
tive gate based optimizations and 8000 shots with
standard basis gate based approaches. We invoked
the maximum optimization level in Qiskit’s cir-
cuit transpiler to map logical to physical qubits
in way that (a) minimizes qubit communication
cost based on hardware connectivity and (b) prefers
higher quality qubits. Note that (a) ensures that
we compare to a fair baseline that does not have
artificially high qubit communication cost. We also

set a transpiler randomization seed to ensure repro-
ducibility.

Our optimizations were tested on four benchmark
types: (1) Bernstein-Vazirani which aims to de-
tect a ‘secret’ all-ones bitstring [48], (2) General-
ized Toffoli [49, 50] which computes the AND of
input qubits, (3) quantum Adder [51] which com-
putes |11〉 + |11〉 = |110〉, and (4) Long SWAP
which chains SWAPs to move a source qubit to a
distant target, i.e. |100...000〉 → |000...001〉. To
avoid overloading the queue on any specific machine,
we executed Bernstein-Vazirani on IBMQ Johannes-
burg (20 qubit device), Generalized Toffoli and Long
SWAP on IBMQ Paris (27 qubit device), Adder on
IBM Q Bogota (5 qubit device).

4 5 6 7 8 9 4 5 6 7 5 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Number of qubits

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

Improvement in Success Probability via Optimized SWAP
Bernstein-Vazirani
Generalized Toffoli
Adder
Long SWAP

FIG. 13. Benchmark results across four applications.
The Optimized SWAP boosts typical success by 10–40%.

Figure 13 shows benchmark results. The Opti-
mized SWAP boosts typical success rates by 10–
40%, with a maximum boost of 85% for 6-qubit
Bernstein-Vazirani. To better understand the re-
sults, we zoom in on the Bernstein-Vazirani sweep
from N = 4 to 9 qubits in Figure 14. The Figure in-
cludes exact Optimized and Standard success proba-
bilities, the number of SWAPs, and the total circuit
speedup due to optimization. The N = 4 case is a
control trial that has 0 SWAPs: as expected, Stan-
dard and Optimized are identical. As we go toN = 5
and 6, the improvement factor rises, before falling
from N = 7 to 9. We attribute this pattern to the
following. As we increase the benchmark size, the
number of SWAPs increases, leading to more multi-
plicative compounding gains in the relative success
between Optimized and Standard. However, once
we have benchmarks that are too large, the circuit
output is dominated by other noises (readout noise,
non-SWAP gate errors, etc.) and the advantage can-
not be discerned. As hardware noise continues to di-
minish, we expect that Optimized SWAPs will per-
form even better for larger benchmark sizes.
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N = 4
0 SWAPs

0.0% faster

N = 5
8 SWAPs

9.2% faster

N = 6
8 SWAPs

7.7% faster

N = 7
12 SWAPs

5.4% faster

N = 8
14 SWAPs

4.7% faster

N = 9
20 SWAPs

7.0% faster
N-qubit Bernstein-Vazirani

1.00

1.25

1.50

1.75

2.00

61.0%
61.1%

30.5%
23.0%

19.1%
10.3%

3.1%
2.2%

1.7%
1.5%

1.6%
1.4%

Improvement in Success Probability via Optimized SWAP

FIG. 14. Zoom-in of Bernstein-Vazirani improvement in
success (measuring all-ones secret) with N = 4 through
9 qubits. The fractions show % success via Opti-
mized SWAP divided by % success via Standard SWAP.
Adding more SWAPs improves our gain, until other noise
effects dominate.

C. Analysis

When we use our Optimized SWAP on full bench-
marks, we expect improved experimental results
for two reason. First, the Optimized SWAP has
mean fidelity of 0.967 versus 0.963 for the Stan-
dard SWAP. To good approximation, gate errors
accumulate multiplicatively, so we therefore expect
a ∼ (0.967/0.963)k factor improvement in a circuit
with k SWAPs. However, this alone does not nearly
account for the gains seen in our benchmarks. For
example, k = 10 SWAPs would only yield a 4%
improvement. This brings us to the second reason
for improved experimental results: the Optimized
SWAP leads to shorter total circuit duration. This
means less time for each qubit to decohere—even
on idle qubits that are not involved in SWAPs. For
a circuit of duration T , the errors accumulated on
each qubit due to decoherence are 1 − e−T/T1 and
1−e−T/T2 for T1 and T2 qubit lifetimes respectively.
Putting these together, we estimate a total improve-
ment factor of:(

1− errorOpt

1− errorStd

)k
×
(
e∆T/T1+∆T/T2

)N
(2)

for a N -qubit circuit with k SWAPs and a total run-
time speedup of ∆T = TStd − TOpt. Note the last
term is exponential in N .

This model roughly captures the behavior of our
application-level benchmark results. For example,
the Bernstein-Vazirani N = 8 benchmark had k =
14 SWAPs and ∆T = 4.7%× 13.8 µs = 0.63 µs, and
the qubits on IBM Q Johannesburg have mean T1

and T2 lifetimes of about 75 µs. Plugging into Equa-
tion 2 gives a success improvement factor of ∼ 1.21
which is similar to the 1.15 factor observed exper-
imentally. The N = 6 Bernstein-Vazirani appears
to be an outlier that performs better experimentally

than theory would predict. We attribute this to: (a)
the Optimized SWAP error reduction factor in Fig-
ure 12 is generally higher on qubits with high connec-
tivity connectivity qubits, which the qubit mapper
prefers; and (b) day-to-day experimental variation
on the device.

VI. CONCLUSION

We developed an Optimized SWAP that per-
forming manipulating native gates. Our Optimized
SWAP is 11% faster and 13% more reliable than the
Standard SWAP. These speedups and error reduc-
tions will be universal across IBM devices, based
on Figure 5 and the analysis in Section V C. In
fact, our demonstration of the Optimized SWAP on
the IBMQ Casablanca device resulted in the top-
ranking submission to the IBM Quantum Open Sci-
ence Challenge for better SWAP gates.

Recent research in Figure 3 of [52] extrapolates
hardware progress in superconducting qubits to fore-
cast 23% annual fidelity gains for two-qubit gates
in superconducting hardware. Given that SWAPs
account for almost all two-qubit gates in sparse
hardware, we suggest that our Optimized SWAP in
Qiskit Pulse could be compared to six months worth
of hardware progress.

Moreover, the advantage of faster and reliable
SWAPs compounds multiplicatively—both in the
number of SWAPs due to the first term in Equa-
tion 2 and in the number of qubits due to the second
term. As such, we experience a supercharged Am-
dahl’s Law for application-level benchmarks since a)
SWAPs dominate two-qubit gates for typical pro-
grams and (b) improvements in gate fidelities com-
pound multiplicatively. For example, the experi-
mental results in Figure 13 show that the Optimized
SWAP boosts typical program success rates by 10–
40%.

Our Optimized SWAP is bootstrapped from pre-
calibrated gates. This is important for three reasons.
First, it means that our technique has zero calibra-
tion overhead and can be executed without requiring
new calibration cycles or hampering system avail-
ability. As such, the Optimized SWAP has been
deployed through the SuperstaQ platform [41]. Sec-
ond, our technique has lower susceptibility to drift
than what complex or high-frequency custom pulses
would exhibit, e.g. due to varying transfer functions
from room temperature control electronics to cold
qubits [24]. Finally, since our Optimized SWAP is
bootstrapped from the pre-calibrated pulses, it can
be encoded into a small payload with a simple en-
coding. By contrast, a complex custom SWAP pulse
would need to be specified as a long time series,
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which could limit payloads for long pulse schedules.
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Appendix A: Randomized Benchmarking
Results

In this Appendix, we experimentally evaluate our
Optimized SWAP relative to the Standard SWAP
in terms of fidelity. It is tempting to measure the
advantage of the Optimized SWAP by preparing a
state that has |1〉 on one qubit and then SWAPping
it to a distant qubit. It is true that a good SWAP
would ensure that the distant qubit becomes |1〉—in
fact this is one of our application-level benchmarks
(Long SWAP) in Section V B. However, such a test
would overlook potential phase errors—Rz rotations
that don’t manifest when only working with classical
bitstrings. For instance, a SWAP that mistakenly
applied an extra Rz gate would pass the Long SWAP
test even though the SWAP would be erroneous.

A more complete characterization of the Opti-
mized SWAP would instead require Quantum Pro-
cess Tomography (QPT) [53, 54], which measures
every possible dimension of the operation’s error.
However, QPT is expensive, requiring 144 separate
types of experiments. Moreover, QPT is suscepti-
ble to State Preparation and Measurement (SPAM)
errors.

Instead of trying to measure every dimension of
the SWAP’s error, we settle for a more modest but
nonetheless practical goal: measuring the fidelity of
the Optimized SWAP with a procedure known as
Randomized Benchmarking (RB) [55–57]. Unlike
QPT, RB is resilient to SPAM errors. The key idea
behind RB is to execute a circuit that would ide-
ally perform a no-op and recover the initial state.
However, due to noise, the probability of success (re-
covering initial state) will exponentially decay from
100% down to 25% (for a two-qubit circuit) as the
circuit depth increases.

In our case, we want to specifically measure the
fidelity of the Optimized SWAP gate, rather than
measuring the fidelity of all operations (including
single-qubit gates) collectively, as usually performed
by RB. We therefore turn to Interleaved Random-
ized Benchmarking (IRB) [42], which serves exactly
this purpose. IRB prescribes that we execute both
an ordinary RB circuit as well as a modified one that
has interleaved SWAP gates. Since the interleaved
circuit has more gates, its probability of success de-
cays to 25% faster than the ordinary RB circuit. The
difference in decay rates can be used to calculate the
error of the SWAP.

We ran IRB on 22 of the 23 connected qubit pairs
on IBMQ Johannesburg. The remaining pair, be-
tween qubits 13 and 14, was malfunctioning (re-
ported 100% error) when we ran our experiments
and was therefore excluded. Each of the 22 exper-
iments required 3 × 20 circuits evaluated with 8000
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FIG. 15. (Interleaved) Randomized Benchmarking of the
Standard and Optimized SWAPs on IBMQ Johannes-
burg. We benchmarked all connected qubit pairs; re-
sults are plotted from four representative pairs. The
black points correspond to ordinary RB. The red and
blue points correspond to IRB, which interleaves the RB
circuits with Standard or Optimized SWAPs, leading to
faster success decay with the depth. Each sequence is fit
to an exponential decay. Across all pairs, the Optimized
SWAP performs better than the Standard SWAP.

shots (repetitions). This totaled 10.5M shots and
ran consecutively for several hours. Figure 15 shows
results from four representative qubit pairs. The
blue and red curves correspond to Optimized and
Standard SWAPs respectively. Across all pairs, the
probability of success (recovering the initial state)
decays more slowly for the Optimized SWAP IRB
than for the Standard SWAP IRB. This experimen-
tally validates our optimizations.

The black (RB), blue (Optimized SWAP IRB),
and red (Standard SWAP IRB) points in Figure 15
are all fit to an exponential decay with respective
decay parameters αRB, αOpt, and αStd. Given these
decay rates, the gate errors of the SWAPs are given
by:

errorOpt =
3

4
(1−αOpt/αRB), errorStd =

3

4
(1−αStd/αRB)

(A1)
The calculated gate errors are presented in Figure 11
of the main text. The variances in the exponential
decay fit parameters were used to compute the error
bars presented in Figure 12.
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Appendix B: Pulse Schedules

0.0 1112.0 2224.0 3336.0 4448.0

d5
x11.5

d6
x4.9

u11
x2.4

Standard SWAP Schedule

FIG. 16. The Standard SWAP pulse schedule be-
tween Q5 and Q6 on IBMQ Casablanca. It has a
duration of 4448 dt = 988 ns.

0.0 992.0 1984.0 2976.0 3968.0

d5
x11.5

d6
x4.9

u11
x2.4

Optimized SWAP Schedule

FIG. 17. Our Optimized SWAP pulse schedule be-
tween Q5 and Q6 on IBMQ Casablanca. It has a
duration of 3968 dt = 882 ns, which is 11% faster
than the Standard SWAP. Importantly, our Opti-
mized SWAP is bootstrapped from pre-calibrated na-
tive gates, and therefore has zero calibration over-
head.

y

↓ CR−+

y Rx(90) �

↓ CR+−

x Rx(90) �

↓ CR+−

x Rx(90) x

FIG. 18. The corresponding circuit view of our Op-
timized SWAP pulse schedule from Figure 17. The
circuit is identical to Figure 10, but with theRx(−90)
gates converted to Rx(90) via virtual Rz gates.
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